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Abstract
Multi-view image-based rendering consists in generating a novel view of a scene from a set of source views. In general, this works by first doing a coarse 3D reconstruction of the scene, and then using this reconstruction to establish correspondences between source and target views, followed by blending the warped views to get the final image. Unfortunately, discontinuities in the blending weights, due to scene geometry or camera placement, result in artifacts in the target view. In this paper, we show how to avoid these artifacts by imposing additional constraints on the image gradients of the novel view. We propose a variational framework in which an energy functional is derived and optimized by iteratively solving a linear system. We demonstrate this method on several structured and unstructured multi-view datasets, and show that it numerically outperforms state-of-the-art methods, and eliminates artifacts that result from visibility discontinuities.

Index Terms— Image-Based Rendering, Computational Photography, Computer Graphics

1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-view image-based rendering consists in generating a novel view of a scene from a set of source views. In general, this works by first doing a coarse 3D reconstruction of the scene, called a geometric proxy, then using this reconstruction to establish correspondences between source and target views(Figure 1 (a)), followed by blending the warped views to obtain the final image. Recent work by Pujades et al [24] proposed a Bayesian formulation of the image-based rendering problem, building on previous work by Wanner and Goldluecke [11, 29]. They showed that the weight of each source image in the novel view could be formally deduced from the camera properties, image content, and accuracy of the geometric proxy, leading to a formalization of the heuristic blending weights proposed initially by Buehler et al [3]. Most of the “desirable properties that [...] an ideal image-based rendering algorithm should have” [3] were thus given a formal explanation, except for the continuity property. Therefore, discontinuities in the source image weights, which are mainly due to scene geometry or camera placement, result in artifacts in the target view.

In this work, we show that a way to avoid these artifacts is to impose additional constraints on the image gradients of the novel view. These constraints come from a simple observation: an image contour in the target image should also be present in source images where this part of the scene is visible. An energy functional similar to the one in Pujades et al derived, which is composed of the usual data term and smoothness term, but the data term has an additional term which takes into account these gradient constraints. The resulting energy is optimized in a variational framework, by iteratively solving a linear system.

Our method is composed of two stages: a 3D reconstruction pipeline (section 4.1) followed by the target view rendering (section 3). The depth maps we obtain from multi-view stereo are used to compute a warp function from each input image to the novel view. The target view is computed via a novel variational formulation of the image-based rendering problem. We demonstrate the method on several unstructured multi-view datasets (section 4) and show that not only it numerically outperforms state-of-the-art methods (section 4.2), but also it eliminates artifacts that originated from visibility discontinuities. We conclude that taking into account both intensities and gradients in image-based rendering methods offers an elegant solution to enforcing the continuity property initially devised by Buehler et al.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Image-Based Rendering (IBR) has been extensively reviewed by Shum et al [25]. Most state-of-the-art [15, 26, 17, 18, 5] approaches use a coarse 3D reconstruction of the scene, called a geometric proxy, which may have various degrees of accuracy. Ortiz-Cayon et al [22] choose to over-segment the image and compute the quality of several IBR algorithms on each super-pixel. Then the output of the best IBR algorithm for each super-pixel is picked. These algorithms are largely inspired by the Unstructured Lumigraph [3], that performs a blending of the k-nearest views, weighted by angles and distances to the target view, thus guarantying a smooth camera blending field. The continuity of the resulting blend in image domain is ensured by enforcing spatial smoothness on
these weights, but temporal artifacts may still occur if the contributing cameras are too sparse. Davis et al [6] propose a viewpoint-subdivision rendering technique to create a better blending field. Nevertheless, blending weights are still heuristics and the choice of cameras for rendering is arbitrary.

Disposing of heuristics and tunable parameters is a key objective in [29], who propose a physics-based Bayesian formulation of image-based rendering. The weight of each input view in the final blending is automatically deduced from the mathematical equations by deriving an energy functional. Pujades et al [24] went further by integrating geometric uncertainty in the Bayesian formalism. They then obtain new weights that favor cameras satisfying both epipole consistency and minimal angular deviation, two principles stated by Buehler et al [3] to describe the ideal IBR algorithm. They were unable, however, to provide a formal derivation that leads to the continuity principle, especially near the borders of each camera view field. We show that introducing an additional term in the energy functional, not only constrains the image intensities but also constrains the image gradients, providing an elegant solution to the continuity principle.

The key idea of high-quality rendering is that the quality of the image solution often relies on the constraints put on the search space. As a consequence, finding the right regularization or image prior has been widely researched in order to obtain high-quality images. The main contribution of Fitzgibbon et al [7] is the use of texture priors computed from a large database of patches to constrain the solution, independently from the input scene data. This idea was recently extended by Flynn et al [8] who perform new view synthesis via a deep network architecture, trained by a huge database of real-world image sets. In contrast our method does not rest upon any strong prior knowledge about the new view to synthesize, but rather makes better use of the data provided by the input views to add more constraints on the solution. Therefore our algorithm does not require large numbers of picture sets from the world's imagery to create a high-quality images.

Image fusion in the gradient domain has received much interest in recent years beginning with the seminal paper of Perez et al [23], for applications such as image editing [19], inpainting [16] or image stitching [30]. The closest work to ours for image-based rendering is probably [15], who generate a new point of view by reconstructing the gradients in the target view, followed by an integration of these gradients on the GPU to recover the final image. However, their method is limited to interpolating between two views, and they neither address the generic case where the input views may have very different viewpoints, fields of view, and resolution, nor produce super-resolved images. Our method addresses these issues and proposes a more generic framework for multi-view image-based rendering.

3. VARIATIONAL IMAGE-BASED RENDERING

Our goal is to synthesize an optimal novel image \( u : \Gamma \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) at the target viewpoint from the input images \( v_k : \Omega_k \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). For the sake of simplicity, image values are taken as scalars, but this easily generalizes to color images \( v_k : \Omega_k \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3 \). In all our experiments we process the images in the RGB color space. Source images are registered via the warps \( \tau_k \) that transform any point \( x_m = (x_m, y_m)\top \) of the input view \( k \) into the corresponding point \( x_p = (x_p, y_p)\top \) in the target view:

\[
\tau_k : \Omega_k \rightarrow \Gamma \\
x_m \mapsto x_p
\]  

(1)

3.1. Image Formation Model

As commonly assumed in the super-resolution literature [1], [14], we consider the intensity value \( v_k(x_m) \) at a point \( x_m \)
in the low-resolution observed image \( k \) to be the convolution of values in the super-resolved image with the point-spread function (PSF) \( b \). Given an ideal super-resolved image \( u \) at the position of the target view defined over \( \Gamma \), and a warp \( \tau_k \) that maps points from \( \Omega_k \) (low resolution domain) to \( \Gamma \) (high resolution), if we discard for now the visibility effects, the intensity in the observed image \( k \) can be written as:

\[
v_k(x_m) = \int_{\Omega_k} u \circ \tau_k(x) b(x - x_m) \, dx,
\]

(2)

or simply \( v_k = b \ast (u \circ \tau_k) \).

The PSF \( b : \Omega_k \to [0, 1] \) is a probability density function that can be turned into \( b_k : \Gamma \to [0, 1] \) by the change of variable \( x' = \tau_k(x) \) so that

\[
v_k(x_m) = \int_{\Gamma} u(x') b_k(x' - \tau_k(x_m)) \, dx'
\]

(3)

There are several ways of computing the warped PSF \( b_k \), depending on how we model the initial PSF \( b \). The more common assumption is to consider that \( b \) is a 2D Gaussian centered at position \( x_m \). Since Gaussian filters have infinite support, it is quite difficult to implement in practice. A simpler model of the PSF is to assume pixels are square and uniformly sensitive to light, so that the PSF is a uniform square density function. Noting \( A \) the area of a pixel centered on \((0,0)\) in a source view \( k \), we get

\[
b(x,y) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{A^2} & \text{if } -\frac{1}{A} \leq x, y \leq \frac{1}{A} \\ 0 & \text{elsewhere.} \end{cases}
\]

(4)

Under the assumption that the warp \( \tau_k \) is locally linear, the warped PSF is a uniformly distributed parallelogram. In this case, we can make an even stronger assumption by supposing that the warp preserve the pixels (their area and squared shape), which is actually untrue but largely simplify the implementation. From now on, we take a unit pixel area. Since the intensity is constant and equal \( u(p) \) over all the pixel area in the target view, the previous convolution can be written as in [14]:

\[
v_k(x_m) = \sum_{p \in \Gamma} u(p) \int_{\Gamma} b_k(x' - \tau_k(x_m)) \, dx',
\]

(5)

so the pixel intensity \( m \) in the source image is

\[
v_k(m) = \sum_{p \in \Gamma} B_{k,m,p} u(p),
\]

(6)

where \( B_{k,m,p} = \int_{\Gamma} b_k(x' - \tau_k(x_m)) \, dx' \) is the area of intersection between the projection of the pixel in the target view and a pixel \( p \) of this view. It is equivalent to bilinearly interpolate the intensities of \( u \).

3.2. Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Estimation

The goal of the variational approach is to estimate the high resolution image \( u \) from the data \( (v_k^\tau)_{k \in [1,K]} \), where \( K \) is the number of inputs views. The estimator of \( u \) maximizes the posterior which is the probability of finding \( u \) given the input data. One can show that this is equivalent to minimizing the energy

\[
E(u) = E_{\text{intensity}}(u) + \lambda E_{\text{prior}}(u),
\]

(7)

\( E_{\text{prior}} \), often referred to as the smoothness term, comes from the image prior and prevents the emergence of high frequencies. \( \lambda \) is a parameter that controls the smoothness of the final solution. In this work, we use a total variation prior [12],

\[
E_{\text{prior}}(u) = \int_{\Gamma} |\nabla u|, \quad \text{which has several advantages over other more complicated image priors: this approach preserves strong edges and image contours, and is convex. A proof of convergence is given by Chambolle [4].}
\]

\( E_{\text{intensity}} \), often referred as the data term, is derived from the likelihood given the input image intensity [24]. This accounts for how well the current solution fits the data in the intensity domain:

\[
E_{\text{intensity}}(u) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \frac{1}{2} \int_{\Omega_k} \omega_k(u)((b \ast (u \circ \tau_k) - v_k^\tau))^2 \, dx.
\]

(8)

The terms \( \omega_k(u) \) are the per-pixel contribution of each input view \( k \). They depend on the gradient of the current solution \( u \) and the geometric uncertainty of the 3D reconstruction.

3.3. Appending the Gradient Term

Since the geometry and the visibility may be discontinuous, the term \( \omega_k(u) \) in (8) may be discontinuous too, resulting in artifacts in the synthesized image that may appear as spurious edges or textures (Fig. 2). The IBR method should prevent these contours from appearing: actually, an image contour synthesized in the target image should also be present in source images where this part of the scene is visible.
To enforce this property, we add an extra term $E_{\text{gradient}}(u)$ to the previous energy (8) that forces the current solution to also fit the data in the gradient domain:

$$E_{\text{gradient}}(u) = -\log p(\nabla v_0 \ldots \nabla v_{K-1} | \nabla u) \quad (9)$$

$$= - \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} \log p(\nabla v_k | \nabla u) \quad (10)$$

$$= \int_{\Omega_k} (\nabla v_k - \nabla v_k^*)^2 \, dx \quad (11)$$

$$= \int_{\Omega_k} (\nabla (b \ast (u \circ \tau_k)) - \nabla v_k^*)^2 \, dx \quad (12)$$

Finding $u$ that minimizes this energy is equivalent to solving the Laplace equation:

$$\Delta (b \ast (u \circ \tau_k) - v_k^*) = 0, \quad (13)$$

where $\Delta = \nabla \cdot \nabla$ denotes the Laplacian. We instantly deduce the derivative of the functional:

$$dE_{\text{gradient}}(u) = (\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int \bar{b} \ast (\Delta (b \ast (u \circ \tau_k)) - \nabla v_k^*)) \circ \beta_k. \quad (14)$$

The $\beta_k$ are the backward warp that appear thanks to the change of variable in the integral. $\bar{b}$ is the adjoint of the blur kernel $b$. The warped $\tau_k$ are those which were estimated beforehand, and thus lack precision. This uncertainty has a drastic effect on the computation of $\Delta (b \ast (u \circ \tau_k))$. As a consequence, we chose to compute the Laplacian of $u$ first, then warp it in the $\Omega_k$ domain. Under the assumption that the warped $\tau_k$ can be locally linear, we neglect their second order derivatives and obtain:

$$\Delta (b \ast (u \circ \tau_k)) = b \ast (\frac{\partial \tau_k}{\partial x} H_u \frac{\partial \tau_k}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \tau_k}{\partial y} H_u \frac{\partial \tau_k}{\partial y}). \quad (15)$$

$$H_u = \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial x}$$

is the Hessian matrix of $u$. Due to uncertain depth maps that cause strong discontinuities in warps, the Hessian matrix may be very unstable. For the computation, and in this case only, we assume $\tau_k(x) \approx x + d$ so that

$$\Delta (b \ast (u \circ \tau_k)) = b \ast (\text{trace}(H_u) \circ \tau_k) = b \ast (\Delta u \circ \tau_k). \quad (16)$$

The final form of the energy to minimize is thus:

$$E(u) = \alpha E_{\text{intensity}}(u) + \gamma E_{\text{gradient}}(u) + \lambda E_{\text{prior}}(u). \quad (17)$$

We minimize the functional (17) via Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholing Algorithm (FISTA) [2].

### 3.4. Discretization

One can wonder how we go from a continuous model of the problem to a numerical solution. For each pixel $m$ of each input view $k$ we obtain an equation similar to (5). Let $V^*$ be the vector of all the pixels of every input view put in one column $\{v_0(0) \ldots v_0(1) \ldots v_{K-1}(M-1)\}^T$, $U$ the column vector storing the current solution $\{u(0) \ldots u(N-1)\}^T$, and $K \times M$ the $K \times M$ matrix that stores the $B_{k,m,p}$ coefficients, we may naturally write $V = BU$. Consequently, we can express the energy (8) as a linear system:

$$E_{\text{intensity}}(U) = (BU - V^*)^T W (BU - V^*), \quad (18)$$

where $W$ is a $K \times M$ diagonal matrix that stores the weights $|J_{x'}(\beta_k)| \omega_k$. To minimize this energy we derive the linear system, and obtain the normal equations that provide an estimator for the solution $U$:

$$B^T W B U = B^T W V^*. \quad (19)$$

The matrix $B^T W B$ is generally not invertible. This linear system can be solved by any linear least square solver.

Akin to the data term on color, the data term on image gradient is

$$E_{\text{grad}}(U) = (B \nabla U - \nabla V^*)^T (B \nabla U - \nabla V^*) \quad (20)$$

and can be derived likewise.

### 4. EXPERIMENTS AND VALIDATION

#### 4.1. 3D Reconstruction

Our method takes as input an unstructured set of source views with no particular structure [3], as opposed to view interpolation methods which usually take stereo pairs, or methods that are based on a structured light field [29]. To be as generic as possible, it only requires the warp functions $\tau_k$ that we obtain via a classic 3D reconstruction pipeline [2]. It consists in camera calibration via handle adjustment [20], followed by an MVS reconstruction [10] to get a depth map for each input view (Fig. 3). Knowing the camera parameters and the depth of each input pixel, we can deduce per-pixels correspondences between the source images and the target.
view. We use the depth to derive the blending weights as it is demonstrated in [24]. For further information about the reconstruction pipeline, more specifically occlusion handling and the derivation of the blending weights, see [21].

4.2. Results

A set of experiments (Figure 5) is performed on real views taken from Strecha’s dataset [27], fountain and herzjesu. Geometric proxies are estimated according to the pipeline described in section 4.1. For both datasets we remove the central view, render it in the same dimensions as the input images and compare the result with the original for visual evaluation. All experiments were performed on GPU with an nVidia GTX Titan. Convergence is reached within 3 minutes for an input set of 11 input images of size 3072 × 2048. Since the convergence time strongly depends on the initialisation of the solution, the performance could be significantly increased. However, one drawback of our variational method is that it does not perform real-time rendering. To show that the quality of our results does not depend on the initialization, we start the optimization process from a null image.

Since some parts of the target view are not visible from the input views due to self-occlusion, inpainting is needed to fill potential holes. To that end, we implemented the push/pull algorithm as it is described in [13]. Firstly, the push stage decomposes the final image into its Gaussian pyramid. At each level of the pyramid the image is filtered by a Gaussian-like 5 × 5 kernel and down-sampled by a factor 2. Only non-null value pixels contribute to create the upper-level image, so that at the coarsest level of the pyramid the image has no hole. Note that we do not need to down-sample to the 1 × 1 pixel image; in our experiments the 6 × 4 pixel image does not contain any holes. Secondly the pull stage propagates missing information from the top of the pyramid downwards to the finest level. At each level, holes are filled with the corresponding pixels from the upper coarser image.

At first we tested for a null gradient term (γ = 0.0). Since the linear system to be solved is ill-constrained, high frequencies appear in areas that few cameras see. These artifacts are emphasized by a very noisy depth estimation near occlusion regions (around the fish on the fountain or the Jesus on the wall). To remove these artifacts and eliminate high frequencies, a stronger smoothness term is commonly used. Consequently we increased the λ parameter that controls our Total Variation regularizer to 0.003. However the results are not that convincing: although most high frequencies are removed, some image features are lost compared to originals. To fix this problem, we achieved a third rendering where λ is set to its initial value (0.002) and the gradient data term is appended to the equation (γ = 1.0). For the final solution to keep the original colors of the input image, we keep the intensity data term as a bias but choose a small controlling parameter (α = 0.1). One can notice that artifacts are completely removed, while preserving all of the image features. We conclude that appending the gradient data term prevents the emergence of spurious contours near visibility borders, hence guaranteeing the continuity property.

Some numerical results are presented in table 1. To show that our rendering algorithm outperforms state-of-the-art methods when synthesizing a specific view only, we generate several input views that we preliminarily removed from the input
set and kept as reference views for quantitative comparison. Two numerical measures are computed with respect to the reference view to evaluate our results: PSNR (the higher the better) and DSSIM = 10^4(1−SSIM) (the lower the better). Although the increase of the PSNR score is noticeable but not conclusive, the strong improvement of the DSSIM demonstrates a higher structural similarity with the reference view, which accounts for the elimination of most visual artifacts.

5. CONCLUSION

We presented an image-based rendering method that renders a novel view from a generic and unstructured set of input views. This method is inspired by previous work by Pujades et al., which proposed a formulation for most of the “desirable properties” that were listed in the seminal work by Buehler et al., using a Bayesian formulation, and optimizing the target image in a variational framework. The only property that could not be formally derived was the continuity property, which states that the contribution of each input view to the pixels of the target image should be a continuous function of the pixel coordinates.

We showed that an alternative approach for enforcing the continuity property is to state that edges, contours or textures should not be created in the target image if they are not present in the source images. This results in an additional data term, based on image gradients, which can be added to the energy functional. The energy can then be solved by iteratively solving a linear system devised from the energy functional. The results show an improvement over previous intensity-based unstructured IBR methods, both in terms of objective image quality measurements, and in terms of subjective quality.

Limitations: Despite the noticeable improvement of the image quality, our method does not fully eliminate all the visible artifacts. It could be reworked to optimize directly the target image gradients, rather than intensities, and the target intensity could then be reconstructed by solving the Poisson equation, as is done in Kopf et al. This should totally remove any variations in the synthesized image that come from the discontinuity of the visibility functions, and are still visible, although attenuated, in our results.

Future work: As shown in section appending gradient constraints as a new energy data term is comparable to solving the Poisson equation. In the stitching literature, it is known as Laplacian blending. Considering that the Laplacian of an image behaves like a band-pass filter, blending the Laplacian of the input images is analogous to blending the images in the frequency domain for a specific band of frequencies that depends on the scale of the Laplacian. In our case the Laplacian is computed at the original scale of the image, level 0 of a Laplacian pyramid. Therefore we blend the images for the band of highest frequencies, and high-frequency artifacts due to naive intensity blending are prevented. Our future work will focus on an extension to all scales via the use of Laplacian pyramids, enabling a complete Laplacian blending to prevent not only high-frequency but also low-frequency artifacts.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>α = 1.0, γ = 0.0, λ = 0.002</th>
<th>α = 1.0, γ = 0.0, λ = 0.003</th>
<th>α = 0.1, γ = 1.0, λ = 0.002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herzjesu – view 2</td>
<td>herzjesu – view 4</td>
<td>herzjesu – view 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α = 1.0, γ = 0.0, λ = 0.002</td>
<td>α = 1.0, γ = 0.0, λ = 0.003</td>
<td>α = 0.1, γ = 1.0, λ = 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herzjesu – view 2</td>
<td>herzjesu – view 4</td>
<td>herzjesu – view 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α = 1.0, γ = 0.0, λ = 0.002</td>
<td>α = 1.0, γ = 0.0, λ = 0.003</td>
<td>α = 0.1, γ = 1.0, λ = 0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fountain – view 2</td>
<td>fountain – view 5</td>
<td>fountain – view 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>herzjesu – view 2</td>
<td>herzjesu – view 4</td>
<td>herzjesu – view 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 5: Rendering the central view with different energy parameters. Each column shows the results on datasets *fountain* and *herzjesu* [27] by applying a special set of parameters \((\alpha, \gamma, \lambda)\) that control the amount of terms in the energy formula [17]. Proposed approach is for \(\gamma \neq 0\). State-of-the-art approach [24, 29] creates high-frequency artifacts due to blending intensities only. A higher smoothness parameter \(\lambda = 0.003\) partially removes these artifacts at the cost of detail loss. Our approach preserves detail and show finer results by appending constraints of the gradients of the solution, forcing a Laplacian blending.


